# Chapter History 2015-2016

## BOG Members

1. Ashok P Patel  
   Imme. Past President
2. Kamalesh R Mehta  
   President
3. Dhirendra N Shukla  
   President Elect
4. Aakash Patel  
   Vice President
5. Amit Mehta  
   Secretary
6. Nishant Gupta  
   Treasurer
7. Prof. Rajan U Rawal  
   Member BOG
8. Hardik Shah  
   Member BOG
9. Rajen Balvantrai Vyas  
   Member BOG
10. Nishant Nishoo  
    Member BOG
11. Ketan Soni  
    Member BOG
12. Sandip K. Shah  
    Member BOG
13. Sapan Shah  
    Member BOG
14. Prashant Pavecha  
    Member BOG
15. Prit Swami  
    Member BOG

## Committee Chairs

1. Grass Root Govt. Activity  
   Mr. Aakash Patel
2. CTTC  
   Mr. R.C. Patel
3. Mem. Promotion  
   Mr. D. M. Shah
4. Research Promotion  
   Mr. Yogesh Thakker
5. Students Activity  
   Mr. Vijay Panchal
6. Co-Chair  
   Mr. Yash Shukla
7. Young Engr. ASHRAE  
   Ms. Aditi Shah
8. Chapter Web Master  
   Mr. Chetan Shah
9. Honours and Awards  
   Mr. Ashok Patel
10. Refrigeration Committee  
    Mr. Yogesh Kathrecha
11. Co-Chair  
    Mr. Ravi Rasikbhai Patel
12. Chapter Historian  
    Mr. Ashish D. Shah
13. Publicity Committee  
    Mr. Arvind Vegda
14. Attendance Committee  
    Mr. Amit Mehta
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ASHRAE WIC NEW BOG Installation Ceremony for the year 2015-16
Dated : 04.07.15 Installation of BOG & Orientation Program

Technical Seminar on “Presentation on 4 W’s of VRF Technology”
on 24-07-2015 at AMA, Ahmedabad.
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Seminar on “Compressors : New Development and Opportunities” at LDCE College (Student Activity) on 21.08.15

Technical Workshop series July 2015 to Aug 2015

Basics of Air-conditioning & Refrigeration by Mr. J.R. Mehta on dt. 25.07.15

Accessories & Components of Air conditioning - Refrigeration Systems by Mr. Abhay Date on 01.08.15

Application, Diagnosis & Trouble shooting of Compressor by Mr. D.D. Korane

Testing & Commissioning and operational issues in HVAC systems by Mr. Ketan Soni
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Expert Lecture on "Psycrometric" by Mr. R C Patel at Nirma University (Student Activity) on 11.09.2015

Expert Lecture on "Air conditioning Technology & Split AC system" by Mr. Sunil Bhatia (Student Activity) on 12.09.2015
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Technical Seminar "India Fire & Security Yatra" (IFSY-2015) on 19th September 2015 at on a "Tall Smart, Safe Buildings for Smart Cities", Ahmedabad

Technical Seminar cum DL Lecture on "Simulation for HVAC & Cold Room Design" by Mr. Sunil Gogate at AMA Ahmedabad on 19.09.15
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World Heart day Rally & Health Seminar on 27.09.15

Talk on the “Frontiers of Architecture” by Mr. Sanjay Prakash at CEPT University, Ahmedabad on 15.10.15

Installation of CEPT student chapter (all Post Graduate Students) alongwith a lecture from Mr. Wei Sun (Student Activity) on 25.10.15
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Distinguished Lecture Program by ASHRAE DL Mr. Wei Sun on “Design of Pressurization Systems - Technologies in Room Suite Pressure Control, Performance Evaluation and Design Practices” on 26.10.15

Installation of Nirma University student chapter (all Post Graduate Students) along with a lecture from Mr. Wei Sun (Student Activity) on 26.10.2015
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Expert Lecture on "Practical Heat Load Calculation"
by Mr. Sunil Bhatia (Student Activity) on 27.10.15

Informative Lecture on "Carrier Opportunity in HVAC & R Industry" by
Prof. Hardik Shukla (Student Activity) on 27.10.15

Workshop on Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC) on 03.11.15
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Green Building Congress 2015 - International Conference & Exhibition on Green Buildings and Build Environment between 19.11.15 to 21.11.15
Lecture on “Building Energy Epidemiology” by Dr. Paul Ruyssevelt PhD, RIBA at CEPT University, Ahmedabad on 01.12.15

Lecture on “Building Energy Efficiency in context of Brazil” by Roberto Lamberts at CEPT University, Ahmedabad on 11.12.15

Distinguished Lecture Program by ASHRAE DL Dr. Vijaykumar on “Basics of clean room design” at Ahmedabad on 16.12.2015
CHAPTER HISTORY 2014-2015

Distinguished Lecture Program by ASHRAE DL Dr. Vijaykumar on “Basics of clean room design” at Indore on 17.12.2015

CHAPTER HISTORY 2014-2015

Distinguished Lecturer of ASHRAE DL Mr. Bohanon at AMA, Ahmedabad on 19.01.2016

Lecture by Malcolm Cook on “Low Energy Buildings: Design and Simulation” at CEPT University, Ahmedabad on 10.03.2016
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CHAPTER HISTORY 2015-2016

Environment day Awareness program with Tree plantation at NCC Camp, Law Garden, Ahmedabad on 05.06.2016

ASHRAE Region at Large CRC Turkey
Chapter Historical Display Award
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Lecture on "Energy Efficiency Refurbishment and Thermal Comfort in UK Residences: The Work of the CALEBRE and GII Projects” by Dennis Loveday at CEPT University, Ahmedabad on 11.03.2016

lecture on “Towards better air quality in India’s cities” by Dr. Joshua Apte at CEPT University, Ahmedabad on 19.03.2016
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Technical Seminar by ASHRAE DL Mr. Larry Spielvogel on "Green Building Waste Energy Efficiently" at AMA Vastrapur on 11.04.16

SAVE TREE SAVE WATER at Prithvi Art Celebration, Ahmedabad on 22.04.2016
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Seminar on "JAL-VAYU-AGNI 2016 - Emerging Trend in Building Services"
at Hotel Deltin, Daman on 23.07.2016
HIGHLIGHTS OF 2015-16
Total 30 Events in Year 2015-16

ASHRAE WIC NEW BOG Installation Ceremony for the year 2015-16
Dated : 04.07.15 Installation of BOG & Orientation Program

Expert Lecture on “Psychrometric” by Mr. R.C. Patel at Nirma University, Ahmedabad

Technical Seminar on “Simulation for HVAC & Cold Room Design” by Mr. Sunil Gogate at AMA, Ahmedabad

Technical Seminar on “India Fire & Security Yatra” (IFSY-2015), Hotel Hyatt, Ahmedabad

Workshop on Energy Conservation Building Code (ECBC)

DL on “Design of Pressurization Systems Technologies in Room/Suite Pressure Control, Performance Evaluation and Design Practices” by Mr. Wei Sun at AMA, Ahmedabad

DL on “Basics of clean room design” by Dr. Vijaykumar at AMA, Ahmedabad

CONFLUENCE
10th Confluence on “Energy Efficient Technologies in HVAC Systems”

11th National Conference on “Indian Energy Sector Synergy with Energy”

HISTORY

Installation of ASHRAE Western India Chapter by Mr. Richard Hayter (President, ASHRAE – USA) on 16.04.1996 in Mumbai.

Mr. Pankaj Dharkar has received the RED RIBBON Award for Membership Promotion for ASHRAE Western India Chapter – 2003-2004 from Mr. S. K. Sinha (President – ASHRAE, Western India Chapter)

Mr. Yogesh Thakkar (MP Chair) receiving Blue Ribbon Award for Highest Membership Growth in RAL for 2012-13

Mr. Aakash Patel is selected as Leadership U participant for ASHRAE Winter Meet – Dallas 2013.

Mr. Pankaj Dharkar is Awarded with Fellow Member Grade in 2014

CRC at Spain History AWARD 2014-15
(Chapter Historian Mr. Vijay Panchal)

Technology Award of Mr. Kashyap Desai

CRC at Istanbul History AWARD 2015-16
(Chapter Historian Mr. Vijay Panchal)